
Signature threat, 
behavior, anomalies, 
process integrity, 
communication and 
change management

Our 
Continuous 
Real-time 

Monitoring 
Provides:

Inventory, asset 
management, 
auto-discovery, device 
type, model, serial 
number, firmware, OS, 
open vulnerabilities

VISIBILITY

DETECTION

Build your next panel Digital Safety Ready with Velta Technology’s SenseR 
Ready PanelTM Program. Have confidence that your new panel includes the 
latest cybersecurity technology to reduce risk, improve operational resiliency, 
and save money.

Velta Technology’s ‘design-in’ sensor solution on new panels can eliminate 
expensive retro-fit costs down the road and provides visibility and 
detection of cyber threats for your industrial assets. This non-intrusive, 
passive method adds Digital Safety to your operation and is compatible 
with most leading providers or available as a complete 24X7 
end-to-end service.

Our program provides real-time asset inventory down to firmware and 
serial number to deliver digital reviews targeting warranty services, 
on-going maintenance efforts, and new and existing vulnerability 
reporting with detail to support future modernization initiatives. 

We can reduce the often-delayed manual ad-hoc efforts of identifying the 
current status and risk levels of the components in a panel while 
providing constant monitoring of active cybersecurity risks to equipment. 
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Typically, IT personnel can only view Levels 4 and 5, otherwise 
known as the Enterprise Zone. With our SenseR Ready PanelTM 
Program, the assets in the lower manufacturing levels can 
now be visible.

SenseR Ready PanelTM Program
‘A Digital Safety System for the Panel’ 



the reality of frameworks and the 
physical deployment of ICS assets. Many 
solutions either lack the capability at this 
depth or are non-existent at a facility. 
This is a concentrated approach to 
address the ever-growing risks inherent 
in operational technology incrementally. 

At Velta Technology, we work with a number of SI/OEMs who are part of 
Velta Technology’s SenseR Ready PanelTM Program. Contact us to learn more 
about becoming a member or recommending your preferred partner. 

314-463-3600   |   info@veltatech.com   |   VeltaTech.com 

Increased remote support

Evolving threats

New vulnerabilities

New and legacy technology 
on same network

Increased complexity 
and dependencies

Potential for impactful mistakes

As practitioners, 
we understand


